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quence, irregularity of work became habitual even when
there was no deficiency of water-power to provide a pretext
for idleness.
" Brother workmen, cease your labour,
Lay your files and hammers by ;
Listen while a brother neighbour
Sings a cutler's destiny. . . ." x
of Mobility of labour was a marked feature of the iron
industry, and it was the necessary outcome of the dependence
upon charcoal and water-power. Workmen were drawn from
every part of the kingdom, and agents were sent out to seek
them. The men at Crowley's works in the North of England
came from the South, and some even from the Continent; and
the furnaces and forges at Furness were built and worked by
men from Ireland and Staffordshire 2. " The place is healthy
and cheap and very pleasant", runs a letter to a prospec-
tive employee, " and the Company are good kind masters,
especially to a sober man. ... If you have no family you
will be better liked, because at present they have no spare
house upon the works. . . . Come as soon as you please, you
will be well used and the Company will pay you, when you
arrive, your reasonable expenses of travelling ". Another
letter inquires of a former employer " if you have any ob-
jection to our engaging him ". A third letter discloses an
employer paying the debt of a workman, who had become
indebted to his former master, with the comment: "It
appears you have suffered him to incur or rather led the poor
fellow headlong into a load of debt, and immediately upon a
reverse of circumstances threaten to divest him of his liberty
if every shilling is not instantly discharged—a brilliant
display of humanity " 3.
The* free Not all workmen in the different branches of the iron
industry were wage-earners. To begin with, there was a
group of ' free miners * who extracted ore and coal in the
1 "The Jovial Cutlers', quoted Lloyd, The Cutlery Trades, 181. The
singer's wife breaks in with the reminder that the master is waiting for
the work,
1 For Crowley, see infra, p. 179 ; for Furness, see Fell, op. cit. 286. See
infra, Appendix, p. 494, No. i.
3 The letters, dated 1779, and later, are printed in Fell, op. cit. 290-293.
For loans to workers, see also Ashton, An Eighteenth-Century Industrialist,
31-36-

